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La Tremenda Carica Dei Tremendosauri Ediz Illustrata
* Over 140 million copies sold worldwide * Good for reluctant readers due to illustrative
typeset * Educational edge as books contain facts about various places * Activity packs
available to accompany certain titles* More fun and games online at www.geronimostilton.com/UK
When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure! My family and I traveled
to Milan, Italy, for a special event: the unveiling of the precious ancient parchment containing
the secret, original recipe for panettone, a traditional sweet holiday bread. But right before
the big moment, the recipe was stolen! And the thief was masquerading as... me! Could I catch
the thief and clear my name?
Geronimo Stilton, adventuremouse? Not me! But surely a little skiing couldn't hurt a rodent,
right? Wrong. Moldy mozzarella! When my ski trip landed me in the hospital, I was sure it was
going to be the worst Christmas ever! But my family and friends had something else in mind...
A visiting rodent has arrived in Old Mouse City with astounding news. On his recent journey to a
cold, distant land, he spotted a mountain . . . moving! Holey cheese! Geronimo Stiltonoot is
determined to travel to the ice and snow himself to find out
Robot Attack
I'm a Scaredy-Mouse! (Geronimo Stilton Cavemice #7)
Christmas Catastrophe
A Suitcase Full of Ghosts
The Phoenix of Destiny (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy)
Geronimo gets lost in the Gobi Desert, looking for a hidden treasure.
Writing a new book to present at a 10th anniversary publication party being thrown in his honor,
Geronimo Stilton is on the case when his laptop is stolen, in a special edition adventure
complemented by a bonus Mini Mystery.
When Geronimo's sister Thea gets into trouble while searching for treasure on Easter Island, he
and his friends come to help.
After saving a baby dinosaur from the river, Geronimo Stiltonoot discovers that it is incredibly
mischievous and tries to find a way to get it back to its herd.
The Race Against Time (Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #3)
The Peculiar Pumpkin Thief
Valley of the Giant Skeletons
The Treasure of Easter Island
The Hunt for the Golden Book
Each Geronimo Stilton book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10 will love. Rancid rat hairs, the cat pirates are
coming to town! They're planning on stealing New Mouse City's Statue of Liberty and taking it back to Cat Island. They think it's completely
made of gold! My friends and I are determined to protect our city's precious symbol. But can we stop these fearsome felines?
IT IS THE summer of 1938 when young Paul Moreaux discovers he can “fade.” First bewildered, then thrilled with the power of invisibility,
Paul experiments. But his “gift” soon shows him shocking secrets and drives him toward a chilling act. “Imagine what might happen if Holden
Caufield stepped into H. G. Wells’ The Invisible Man, and you’ll have an idea how good Fade is. . . . I was absolutely riveted.”—Stephen King
In 1868, teenaged Sherlock Holmes faces danger in a train station for the dead, a museum of curiousities, and downtown Moscow as he
helps his brother, Mycroft, who has been framed for murder.
Praise for The Sewer Rat Stink:"Fresh, funny, and fast-paced. The free-style artwork and anything-goes story will make kids want to write and
draw their own books!" -Dav PilkeyThis is Geronimo Stilton like you've never seen him before! Geronimo and Trap enter the Rat Rally, a highspeed car race!
Meet Me in Horrorwood
A Christmas Tale
A Geronimo Stilton Adventure
Help, I'm in Hot Lava!

Who is Geronimo Stilton? That's me! I run a newspaper, but my true passion is writing adventure stories. Here in New Mouse City,
the capital of Mouse Island, my books are all bestsellers! My stories are funny, fa-mouse-ly funny. They are whisker-licking-good
tales, and that's a promise! "Bollywood Burglary" My detective friend Hercule Poirat and I were headed to India. A Bollywood star
we're friends with had received a valuable ruby and wanted us to help her protect it... which meant that I ended up acting in the
movie she was filming! Rancid ricotta -- I'm a terrible actor! Even worse, just when we least expected it, the ruby was stolen. Could
we find the thief?
It was Christmastime on Mouse Island, and I couldn't wait to celebrate with my friends and family. Until I learned that they were all
traveling out of town for the holidays, and I'd be spending Christmas alone! I was depressed, down, despondent, and starting to
feel like a real grinch! I wandered the streets of New Mouse City, feeling sorry for myself. But then I discovered an amazing
surprised that taught me the true meaning of Christmas.
Creepella von Cacklefur, an amateur journalist, investigates when the monster Blobbina disappears, and her search brings her
and her friend, Billy Squeakspeare, to Horrorwood.
I’m off to Egypt! I climbed onboard a crabby old camel that would take me across the desert to the Great Cheese Pyramid. There,
among mummies and hieroglyphics, I would learn the secret of the Seven Wonders of the Ancient Mouse World....
Ride for Your Life!
Cyber-Thief Showdown (Geronimo Stilton #68)
A Walk Across the Sun
Time Warp (Geronimo Stilton Journey Through Time #7)
The Great Rat Rally: A Graphic Novel (Geronimo Stilton #3)
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When you're with Geronimo Stilton, it's always a fabumouse adventure! I was traveling to London, England on a secret mission! I had to investigate some
strange occurrences -- someone was trying to get their paws on the crown jewels! Trap came along, too, to compete in a big magic show. And before I
could solve my mystery, Trap needed my help... to perform an impossible magic trick. Could I do it all? Squeak!
Geronimo's seventh quest in the Kingdom of Fantasy! I, Geronimo Stilton, was so excited to find myself in the Kingdom of Fantasy for a seventh time.
Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, needed me to find the seven enchanted charms before the Wizard of the Black Pearl could get to them! Seven guardians
across the realm protected each charm. When combined, the charms would bring enormouse power -- which the evil wizard was after. Squeak! Could I
survive the dangers of new kingdoms and mysterious creatures to find the charms and save the Kingdom of Fantasy? I was up for the challenge!
A thrilling quest through the past with Geronimo Stilton and his friends. Geronimo travels back in time once more! In this book he visits Plato in ancient
Greece, the mythical Atlantis, and Stonehenge!
Holey cheese! Join Geronimo Stilton in an all-new superhero series!
The Curse of the Cheese Pyramid
Mice to the Rescue!
Magical Mission (Geronimo Stilton #64)
The Golden Statue Plot (Geronimo Stilton #55)
An Epic Kingdom of Fantasy Adventure

I am not the kind of mouse who spends money on useless things. But one day I kept getting
packages of things I did not order or need. Someone on the Internet had stolen my
identity! Professor Margo Bitmouse, a well-known computer expert, helped me track down
the hacker. Could I find the thief before my reputation was ruined?
Bruce Hyena convinces Geronimo to join him in climbing Mount Kilimanjaro, a task for
which the mouse journalist is completely unprepared.
Geronimo Stilton's ancient ancestor Geronimo Stiltonoot is back in another prehistoric
adventure. Geronimo Stiltonoot and his family are off to find a cure for Grandma
Ratrock's aches and pains. She's heard that a remedy hides in a legendary valley, and
Geronimo isn't even sure it exists. Little does he know that getting there will be an
adventure among geysers, volcanoes, and rivers of molten lava.
The Thea Sisters and some friends want to start a school newspaper. Then Colette's diary
is missing and sports reporter Nicky, witnesses something suspicious at the Iron Mouse
Games. The Sisters' try to solve both mysteries and still get the paper out on time.
Bollywood Burglary (Geronimo Stilton #65)
The Cheese Experiment
Get the Scoop, Geronimo!
I'm a Scaredy-Mouse!
I'm Not a Supermouse! (Geronimo Stilton #43)
In each Geronimo Stilton book, another funny, cheesy adventure is always right around the
corner. Each book is fast-paced, with lively full-color art and a unique format kids 7-10
will love.Geronimo has always been a 'fraidy mouse, and his super-sporty friend Bruce
Hyena decides that he needs to help Geronimo learn to keep calm in extreme situations.
Bruce puts Geronimo to the test through encounters with scary animals and weather in
conditions ranging from the desert to the North Pole. After Bruce's crazy training, a
natural weather disaster occurs on Mouse Island. Will Geronimo prove that he truly is a
super mouse?
Just as Creepella is about to interview Hector Spector, the owner of the Galloping Ghost
Circus, strange things start happening around Cacklefur Castle, and she investigates.
Geronimo Stilton visits Australia where he has an adventurous time dodging sharks and
snakes, and getting lost in the Outback. Geronimo Stilton series #29.
Muskrat City has been struck by a giant blackout and it's so dark, no-one can see a
whisker! A gang of criminal robots is robbing the city's jewellery stores and it's up to
Geronimo Superstilton and the Heromice to figureout who's behind the attack. Will our
heroes be able to solve the mystery?
Fade
The Missing Diary
Mighty Mount Kilimanjaro
Black Ice
The Thirteen Ghosts
Join Geronimo on a whiskertingling trip through history!, Geronimo Stilton, was so excited to travel on my third journey
through time! Professor Paws von Volt had invented a portal to take my family and me to the past. On this trip, we visited
the Ice Age, ancient Greece, and the Renaissance. I encountered wooly mammoths and enormouse bears, wrote and
starred in a play, and even helped put a bad guy in prison! But then the portal started malfunctioning -- could we get back
to the present day, or would we get lost in time? It was an amazing adventure!
"Geronimo Stiltonoot and The Stone Gazette are in the running for the Stone Age Ratitzer: the award for the best
prehistoric journalism! But their main competition is Sally Rockmousen, the ruthless host of Gossip Radio -- and she'll
stop at nothing to win. Can Geronimo sniff out a scoop in time to defeat her?"--Back cover.
With the fair in town, Creepella looks forward to enjoying herself, but when rollercoaster riders begin to disappear,
Creepella investigates the mystery.
La tremenda carica dei TremendosauriLa tremenda carica dei TremendosauriI'm a Scaredy-Mouse! (Geronimo Stilton
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Cavemice #7)Scholastic Inc.
The Enchanted Charms (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #7)
I'm a Scaredy-mouse!
Creepella Von Cacklefur
Operation: Secret Recipe (Geronimo Stilton #66)
La tremenda carica dei Tremendosauri
When all the pumpkins in New Mouse City disappear days before Halloween, Geronimo and his detective friend Hercule Poirat
investigate, as all the mice in the city receive invitations to a mysterious party.
Fairies, dragons, wizards, and more await Geronimo on every magical Kingdom of Fantasy adventure! The Kingdom of Fantasy is
in danger again! Geronimo must help keep a famous evil pirate from stealing the dragon egg of fire.
Corban Addison's debut novel, A Walk Across the Sun, made waves when it was first published, called "pulse-revving with a
serious message," by O, the Oprah magazine. John Grisham said, "Addison has written a novel that is beautiful in its story and
also important in its message. A Walk Across The Sun deserves a wide audience." A trained lawyer committed to the cause of
advancing international human rights and abolishing modern slavery, Addison has written a novel that enlightens while it
entertains; A Walk Across the Sun brings together three of Addison's great passions--storytelling, human rights, and the world's
many cultures. Ahalya Ghai and her younger sister Sita are as close as sisters can be. But when a tsunami rips through their
coastal village, their home is swept away, and the sisters are the sole survivors of their family. Destitute, their only hope is to find
refuge at a convent many miles away. A driver agrees to take them. But the moment they get into that car their fate is sealed. The
two sisters--confused, alone, totally reliant on each other--are sold. On the other side of the world, Washington lawyer Thomas
Clarke is struggling to cope after the death of his baby daughter and the collapse of his marriage. He takes a sabbatical from his
high-pressure job and accepts a position with the Bombay branch of an international anti-trafficking group. Thomas is now on a
desperate path to try and save not only himself and his marriage, but also the lives of the two sisters. From the Trade Paperback
edition.
An adventure of epic proportions! I, Geronimo Stilton, had returned to the Kingdom of Fantasy on the wings of the Phoenix of
Destiny! Blossom, Queen of the Fairies, needed my help once again. But Blossom was behaving strangely. She sent me off on
quest after magical quest, each one more bizarre and dangerous than the last. It felt like my missions were building up to
something truly terrible right under my snout. Could my friends and I put things right again? It's a story full of twists and turns,
mazes and puzzles, and tons of fantastical creatures!
The Battle for Crystal Castle (Geronimo Stilton and the Kingdom of Fantasy #13)
The Fast and the Frozen
Down and Out Down Under

Creepella von Cacklefur, an amateur journalist, heads to the scary Squeakspeare mansion to interview some ghosts,
where they meet Billy Squeakspeare, who is too afraid to go into his haunted house alone.
Geronimo Stilton's ancient ancestor Geronimo Stiltonoot is back in another prehistoric adventure! Geronimo Stiltonoot
and his family save a young dinosaur from the river! The dinosaur and Benjamin quickly become good friends. But the
dino turns out to have a tremendous talent . . . for mischief! Can Geronimo get him back to his herd before he causes a
megalithic disaster?
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